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Abstract: Usually, human participation is required in order to provide feedback during the game tuning or balancing process. Moreover, this is commonly an iterative process in which play-testing is required as well as human interaction for gathering all important information to improve and tune the game components’ specification. In this paper, a mechanism is proposed to accelerate this process and reduce significantly the costs of it, contributing with a solution to perform the game parameter tuning and game balancing using search algorithms and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques. The process is executed in a fully automated way, and just requires a game specification written in a particular video game description language. Automated play-testing, and game’s feedback information analysis, are related to perform game parameters’ tuning and balancing, leading to offer a solution for the problem of optimizing a video game specification. Recently, XVGDL, a new language for specifying video games which is based on the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), has been presented. This paper uses XVGDL+ an extension of this language that incorporates new components to specify, within the video game specification, desirable goals or requirements to be evaluated after each game execution. A prototypical implementation of a Game Engine (termed XGE+) was also presented. This game engine not only enables the execution of an XVGDL+ game specification but also provides feedback information once the game has finished.

The paper demonstrates that the combination of XVGDL+ with XGE+ offers a powerful mechanism for helping solving game AI research problems, in this case, the game tuning of video game parameters, with respect to initial optimization goals. These goals, as one of the particularities of the proposal presented here, are included within the game specification, minimizing the input of the process.

As a practical proof of it, two experiments have been conducted to optimize a game specification written in XVGDL via a hill climbing local search method, in a fully automated way.
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1 Introduction

During the refinement phase of game development in general and, in particular, refinement of the game’s components, human intervention has traditionally been a necessary aspect. In a, usually, iterative process, once an executable prototype of a game is available, the designers obtain feedback through the play-testing process, considered one of the most important activities within the overall video game design task [Fullerton, 2014]. This information is key in technical aspects such as runtime performance or error detection, but it is also a fundamental point to refine certain parameters or components that affect directly both the gameplay and the user experience. This process, usually
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called game parameters tuning or game balancing [Becker and Görlich, 2020], makes game specifications evolve guided by preset requirements and thanks to the feedback provided by the players, through the aforementioned play-testing process.

This process presents drawbacks and difficulties that mainly have an impact on the cost and use of resources during this phase of development. One of the most important aspects is the cost in terms of time and resources necessary to carry out the refinement or tuning. But also, an important point to keep in mind is that having human users (players) greatly increases the subjectivity factor of the information received during this process. Moreover, this classical approach of game parameters’ tuning also has an important limitation: the fatigue of the human tester that is produced by the continuous feedback that the refinement process demands to the user [Cotta and Fernández-Leiva, 2011]. Having an automated solution undoubtedly contributes to improving the parameters refinement process at a global level and reduces the effects of the aforementioned problems, even eliminating some of them.

In this article, an automated process to deal with video game parameter tuning is described. This approach minimizes the effects of the aforementioned problems. The process can be carried out even without needing to have a playable prototype of the game, and without the need for human intervention as it just requires a game specification and goals to accomplish after finishing the game play. This solution is framed into the videogame research area and is not intended to avoid the human factor, that must be present during the game specification tuning phase, but it does contribute significantly to mitigating the effects of the problems that it presents.

Within the community of Artificial and Computational Intelligence in Games, one of the most important and valuable objectives is the definition of a language that allows video games to be specified. Formally, a video game description language (VGDL) is a language providing the required structures to define the essential components of a video game. Those elements include mainly rules, mechanics, events, physics, user interaction, multimedia elements or narrative, to mention some of them. A VGDL also helps to understand the features and mechanics of the game and aids in the task of implementing it. Nowadays, the work in the VGDL area is performed mainly at the research and academic level on artificial intelligence in games, leaving the use of it and the development of related commercial tools outside the scope of them.

In [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020a], XVGDL (the eXtensible VGDL based on the standard XML) was introduced as a new implementation of a VGDL providing flexibility and abstraction enough to specify a variety of different kinds of video games. XVGDL provides special tags to specify properties and offers support to define a wide set of game components. The main limitations of existing VGDLs and what this new tool offers that these do not are also discussed. XML can be hard to read and write, especially in case of a lack of knowledge of scripting or programming. However, it provides a number of advantages that can compensate its learning curve. Game specifications written in XVGDL are not simple text files tied to a concrete development framework (specifically implemented ad hoc). In fact, XVGDL specifications can be treated as XML files. This provides a number of advantages that other VGDLs do not have. For instance, XVGDL files can be managed by hundreds of software tools dedicated to XML, e.g., translators to other formats—such as Excel, Access, HTML, text, etc.—, content sorters, validators, debuggers, markers, viewers, schema tools, (possibly visual) editors, and many others. Moreover, all modern high-level programming languages (such as Java, C, or C++), provide support to manage XML files and, as a direct consequence, XVGDL files. Other differences with respect to existing VGDLs are also identified—cf. [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020a](Section V)—. In fact, this
The work presented in this paper uses an extension of XVGDL, named XVGDL+, that incorporates new features that allow to specify game goals or requirements that are desirable to be accomplished after a game execution. XGE+, an updated version of XGE, has also taken part in this work. This update not only allows the direct execution of game specifications written in XVGDL+, but also acts as an interface that automatically provides feedback at the end of the video game (specification) execution. The feedback can be analyzed and measure how far the game specification is from the goals that were initially set as desirable in the game specification. The employment of XVGDL+ to write game specifications together with assessable objectives that can subsequently be directly executed in XGE+ constitutes a system to reduce the gap between the attainment of a video game specification and the instant in which its executable (possibly prototype) version is developed.

These advances in the definition of the language make this approach also a proposal for automated video game tuning and balancing as it allows to evaluate directly, by execution, whether the game specification meets the requirements that were initially configured. The whole process can be automated so that it does not strongly depend on the user experience associated to the execution of the video game (specification), saving resources and costs.

As well as mentioning the new features of XVGDL+ and XGE+, this paper offers as primary contribution a new mechanism that allows to automatically perform a process of optimization of the video game components (i.e., tuning game parameters in a fully automated way). One of the main novelties of this paper is that it does not require to have a prototype executable version of the video game but just a game specification written in XVGDL+. Another aspect to highlight is that the desirable requirements or goals are included together with the definition of the game in the XVGDL specification.

The process starts from a video game specification in XVGDL+ which also allows new structures to identify requirements or goals that will be evaluated at the end of each gameplay. This specification can be directly executed by XGE+ that, in its turn, will provide feedback (in form of a number of execution data). The combined employment of XVGDL+ and XGE+ helps to assess video game specifications written in XVGDL+ with respect to the expectations (initial defined requirements or goals) without the need of producing previously an executable version of the game. Consequently, this process minimizes costs and simplify the process, making it able to be fully automated so that the human intervention is significantly reduced to a just initial definition phase.

In this mechanism, XGE+ can be viewed as an interface that can be used to reduce the iterative (classical) process of (sequentially) first designing, second developing, and finally testing, inside the game development cycle. In this classical approach, there is a significant effort of programming, even considering a prototyping stage, and programmers have to build an executable version of the game and, afterwards, modify it repeatedly according to the requirements until the the goals are satisfied with the last executable version.

As shown along the paper, with this new approach, the game specification and the desirable execution goals can be both written in an XVGDL+ game specification. Afterwards, the game is played and evaluated directly in an execution in XGE+ and later the feedback information can be analyzed. Potentially, using XVGDL+ language predefined components, the phase of programming can be removed in this approach.
However, note that there might be a number of specific external components (identified in the game specification) that might be required to be implemented. If no external components have to be implemented, then no programming is required. Needless to say that, the feedback received via XGE can be used to modify the game specification and restart the process with the modified version as new input to the XGE. In each iteration of the game development cycle, the objective is to obtain a better game version (with respect to preset execution goals). This is clearly a process of game optimization that is being done usually in a manual way. This is because the automation of video game refinement (as discussed in Section 4) is a challenging task from a technical point of view.

This method presents innovations with respect to other existing approaches, mainly highlighting the following: the game specification contains the definition of the optimization requirements. This makes possible that the whole process can be executed completely automatically in the same execution block (the game specification, optimization goals and game engine combined and feedback). Also, this approach allows to carry out the game tuning without the need for an executable version of the game and avoiding carry out the steps of design, execution and analysis through different processes.

Two experiments have been described to demonstrate the second contribution of the paper, that is to say, showing how XVGDL, in combination with XGE, can be exploited to help in a complex research problem, in this case, optimizing video games’ specifications according to initial requirements. In other words, the paper shows by experiments the viability of this work as a novel automated video game parameters’ tuning procedure. In the experiments, starting from a given game specification written in XVGDL a set of game parameters affecting several components are automatically improved. The process is guided by the goals specified at the beginning of the process and is based on the use of search techniques. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work, and Section 3 describes both XVGDL and XGE. Then, section 4 includes the analysis of two experiments carried out to validate and shows how the proposal presented in this paper represents a promising and powerful approach for the automated tuning of video game parameters and video game balancing. The paper ends with the conclusions and open lines of future work.

2 Related work

This section presents the work related to the two fundamental aspects that are dealt with in the article, reviewing the existing work related to game parameter tuning in general and optimization. Following, the main VGDL approaches that share this same purpose are mentioned, finishing with XVGDL, the starting point of the research presented in this paper.

2.1 Game parameters’ tuning – Game balancing

Optimization process, as a general concept, has been widely studied in any engineering field and it is extensively present in the literature. Even nowadays, thousands of publications related to this concept are submitted every year. An optimization process includes improvements in several different aspects. It can be considered as a task summarized as follows: Starting from requirements and a set of variables, the process is executed. During

1 More than fifty thousand of publications in IEEE Xplore between 2010 and 2019
the process execution, or once it is finished, feedback is provided and analyzed. When all data have been recollected and analyzed, people involved in the process (designers, engineers, final users, etc.) can carefully study the feedback and check if the process’ feedback meets their expectations in terms of performance, time, resources, or any other aspect they would like to improve or check.

Video game design process, as a particular kind of process, is susceptible for those concepts to be applied. Optimizing a video game specification can be understood as a wide range of points, and in fact it is so. A game specification can be optimized focusing on different aspects of the game such as graphics, video game components and its features, or video game performance, to mention a few. Although there is not a clear definition of what makes a video game good or bad, game parameters can be optimized to get a better variation (i.e., an executable version coming from a variant of the original game specification and that improves the user experience). The quality of a game is actually a subjective concept and depends on the requirements, or the player’ expectations. In addition, the criteria to evaluate a video game as good or bad, or even as better or worse than other versions of the same game (i.e., the criteria or fitness function to compare distinct versions of the same video game), could also be different for different kinds of games. For instance, the time to complete a video game or a game level as a measure to evaluate its quality (or the user experience) can be considered as to be analyzed, this surely will have distinct weight in an adventure game than in a battle royale game.

Game optimization is not a simple task as exposed in [Ebner et al., 2013]. In general, there are interesting recent researches in the literature for optimization related to games or video games [Yin, 2019, Smirnov and Golkar, 2019, Duarte and Battaiola, 2017], giving a good background in the scope of this paper. The optimization and tuning process of video game parameters and their components, also known as game balancing [Becker and Görlich, 2020], is an aspect that has been addressed mainly in two ways at the research level, detailed next.

On the one hand, there are approaches that aim to improve the game parameters associated with agents or bots in the game, so that they are able of improving their performance during the gameplay. In general, this approach evolves the parameters and, potentially, the behavior associated with these agents, using some type of learning technique. In these models, the initial parameters can even be completely random and evolve according to the learning model developed [Patel and Carver, 2011]. Other works base the parameter tuning process on genetic algorithms, such as the particular case of [David-Tabibi et al., 2010] in which a solution (individual) is encoded as a chromosome and a fitness function is defined, in addition to applying the selection, crossover and mutation operators. The population of individuals (solutions) evolves throughout the game. The automatic balance of parameters has also been presented in real-time strategy games [DeLaurentis et al., 2021], in the same way as the previous examples focused in principle on a particular game but potentially with the ability to be applied to other games.

In this line of research but at an even more ambitious level, game tuning can be applied to General Game Playing (GGP). [Sironi and Winands, 2017] presents a study that applies Monte Carlo Tree search for agent tuning, tested on a set of 14 different games of a heterogeneous nature. This is a good example of a more generic approach and improves on previous proposals that focus on a particular game.

These advances are very significant but, in general, there is no direct relationship with the specification of the game. Instead, they are more focused on the objectives of the player. Note that most of works related to game optimization require to execute the game or, at least, simulate its execution to obtain data that will define the fitness of the game.
general, these steps are executed independently one from each other. The fitness function is used later to guide the search in the optimization process. In the approach presented in this article, the specification of the game (including its goals) and the parameter tuning are described at the same level—that is, the same file—. In this case, the bibliography is much scarcer than in the case of optimization of agents or bots. The proposal presented in this paper introduces a novelty by being able to perform this optimization from the game specification itself. This scarcity of publications and advances is mainly caused by the technical and functional difficulties that the problem presents (see Section 4).

In existing works, such as [Zook et al., 2019], techniques such as Active Learning are applied to optimize certain game parameters through the training, evaluation and selection of a set of selected parameters. This type of approach has a direct relationship with the game specifications since the optimization of the parameters is more aimed at game design components (for example, projectile size or their speed), although there is a framework and an executable version of the game prior to experimentation.

Recently, a paper has also been presented that works on the rules of the game and mechanics and their optimization (balance of parameters), applying an evolutionary algorithm [Wang and Zhang, 2021], which shows that this area of research continues sparking interest and could have real applications in the video game industry.

In the context of VGDL, there are proposals related to game optimization. As it is detailed in [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020a], some existing works related to VGDLs are strongly linked to concrete games or game genres [Schaul, 2014, Love et al., 2008], which makes difficult to generalize the process of refining a video game specification. In some cases, VGDLs do not support important features required to make a deeper study, like a Game Engine (GE) adequate to play the video game. In general, VGDLs have been created just for research or theoretical study purposes. Actually, VGDLs can be used as the a base to optimize a game specifications, but do not provide support to define and evaluate the quality based on pre-defined requirements.

As will be seen in subsequent sections, the approach described here tries to address the main lacks of the current works, contributing with a generic, fully automatic process that works directly on the specification of the game in a given description language.

2.2 Video game description languages

Existing papers have expounded initial ideas and established guidelines of what a VGDL must define and how to incorporate video game elements into the game specifications written in a specific VGDL [Ebner et al., 2013]. Many of the VGDLs proposals that can be found in the literature are very specific of the context in which they were used. Other proposals describe schemes of VGDLs that are based on high-level programming languages in the search of a standard VGDL. Moreover, these approaches try to produce executable versions directly from game specifications, what might be considered the holy grail of a VGDL. The XVGDL proposal, pursues this goal [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020a].

2.2.1 VGDLs based on high programming languages

The work presented in [Ebner et al., 2013] establishes the basis for a generic VGDL [Love et al., 2008]. The importance of finding a formal way to specify video games concisely is, nowadays, a well-accepted approach within the AI community [Ebner et al., 2013, Levine et al., 2013]. Considering games generically, the Game Description
Language (GDL) represents the standard of General Game Playing (GGP) for describing games, even dealing with both randomness and imperfect information [Thielscher, 2010]. The GDL consists of a mathematical notation similar to the syntax and semantics of logic programming that cannot be directly extended to cope with video games because, for instance, it does not provide structures or components to describe multimedia elements or user interaction.

Although theoretical issues are not in the scope of this work, there are approaches related to VGDLs primarily focused on mathematical models for describing games [Levine et al., 2013, Jiang et al., 2016].

With respect to video games, no standard VGDL exists. This paper is focused on a practical approach in the sense that it considers those VGDLs that not only allow specifying the game, but also provide an extra as their game specifications can be compiled (or interpreted) into an executable. These can include the use of standard tools or languages. In this line of research, some experiments have been reported in the literature designed to obtain a playable video game from the game specification written in a concrete VGDL. This is the case of PyVGDL, a VGDL based on the programming language Python [Schaul, 2014]. This approach represents a good starting point to compile game specifications, but it is developed in a very specific way to describe video games so its use is very limited. There are some other works that are associated with high-level programming languages such as Ludi [Browne, 2014], although in this case, the solution is restricted to one-player board games. Other interesting proposals suggest the integration with commercial game engines. This is the case of Casanova, a declarative programming language focused in games (not video games) that allows the integration with the well-known Game Engine Unity [Unity Technologies, ] and which can also be used with other engines and libraries [Casanova, 2012, Abbadi et al., 2015, Di Giacomo et al., 2017].

From the point of view of game design, it is worth mentioning that there are also approaches, such as Ludocore [Smith et al., 2010], that help to develop rules and their relations, contributing with a flexible game engine for logical games, able to be applied to both GDLs and VGDLs.

However, generally speaking, current implementations of compilers for VGDLs are usually closed and developed in a very specific way to describe games or video games. In most of the cases, they are tied to certain features or specific games and therefore are not transferable to different tools or engines. This gap needs to be covered by a more generic and flexible implementation of a VGDL and its corresponding game interpreter or compiler. The following section focuses on a proposal that has been recently reported in the literature to deal with this issue. The interested reader is referred to [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020a] (see Section V), where the advantages and benefits of using XVGDL over other existing approaches are widely exposed.

There are also works related to game generation and evaluation based on PuzzleScript description language [Lavelle, 2017]. In particular, [Chong-U Lim and Harrell, 2014] is an interesting approach focused on generating novel games, starting from a defined ruleset and evolving different components to create new mechanics, levels, or end conditions.

### 2.2.2 XVGDL

Recently, XVGDL [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020a] was presented, a VGDL based on XML whose game specifications can be compiled and executed via a prototype specific Game Engine (termed XGE). XVGDL takes advantages of the potential of XML, including its simplicity, generality, and usability across different platforms.
and environments. Games described in XVGDL are XML files that can make use of both libraries dedicated to managing XML files and XML data structures that can be interrelated. These data structures can be useful to define game objects that will interact in the game. Moreover, XVGDL game specifications are not restricted to a concrete programming language or an operating system. In addition, XVGDL files (as any XML file) can be validated by particular XML Schema Definition (XSD).

XVGDL offers a number of components allowing to write game specifications in a simple and clear way. In general, an XVGDL game description (also termed as specification) follows the following code scheme:

\[
\begin{align*}
&<\text{gameDefinition}> \\
&\quad \text{ <!-- Renderer configuration -->} \\
&\quad \text{ <!-- Timeout configuration -->} \\
&\quad <\text{layout} \ldots \text{}</layout> \\
&\quad <\text{map} \ldots \text{}</map> \\
&\quad <\text{controls} \ldots \text{}</controls> \\
&\quad <\text{players} \ldots \text{}</players> \\
&\quad <\text{objects} \ldots \text{}</objects> \\
&\quad <\text{events} \ldots \text{}</events> \\
&\quad <\text{rules} \ldots \text{}</rules> \\
&\quad <\text{endConditions} \ldots \text{}</endConditions> \\
&\quad <\text{gameStates} \ldots \text{}</gameStates> \\
&</\text{gameDefinition}>
\end{align*}
\]

XVGDL provides tags to cope with both configuration issues and video game components. The specific video game components managed in XVGDL can be listed as: layout, maps, controls, players, objects, events, rules, end conditions, and game states. Each component (and its sub-components) can make use of properties and/or attributes as usually employed in XML. The syntax is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
&<\text{component} \ (\text{attribute1 or property1}) \ldots \ (\text{attributeN or propertyN})> \\
&\quad \quad \text{content} \\
&</\text{component}>
\end{align*}
\]

XVGDL also offers the possibility of linking video game components with customized external components (ad hoc implementations) that can be used for different purposes, for instance, to deal with the game AI or specific rendering issues.

The interested reader is referred to [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020a] and [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020b] for more information. Suffice it to highlight that XVGDL provides enough flexibility to let easily represent the video game, its components, rules, mechanics, etc. in a standard, flexible and portable format.

3 XVGDL+: The XVGDL Extension

XVGDL has been extended to support the definition of game goals, technically called objectives. This update is named XVGDL+. The objectives are defined as components that will be evaluated after the game execution, that is to say, after executing the XVGDL+ game specification in the Game Engine XGE+ (see Section 3.2). These evaluations are intended to provide useful information (i.e., feedback), helping humans or, potentially, automated processes, to refine and improve the game definition. The game engine, in charge of executing the video game, is responsible for providing this information so it can be analyzed as needed once the game has finalized.
Section 3.1 describes how XVGDL+ offers support to manage requirements or goals. Then, Section 3.2 focuses on XGE+, that is to say, the Game Engine in charge of executing game specifications written in XVGDL+, showing how the objectives given in the XVGDL specification are evaluated. Afterwards, and for clarity, Section 3.3 displays an example of a well-known video game (namely Pacman) written in XVGDL+.

### 3.1 Objectives in XVGDL+

A game objective identifies those aspects of the game that might be considered to be enhanced (or optimized). More formally:

*Definition: An objective is an aspect of the game that can be measured or calculated once it finishes and offers significant information to build or improve the game according to initial expectations.*

For clarity, examples of possible game objectives are detailed next:

1. Generally speaking, designers usually look for interesting challenges to pose to the player. It seems reasonable, for instance, to think that the game will be all the more challenging and exciting if the player ends with just one life left. So, one interesting goal is to minimize the number of lives that the player keeps at the end of the game execution.

2. In 2-player games with one virtual player, it might be interesting to alternate the victories of the human and the virtual player. In this case, it seems adequate to receive feedback, at the end of a game execution, indicating if the player has won the game or not. Therefore, an objective might added to the game specification –associated to an external component– to evaluate this outcome.

XVGDL+ includes a new component that allows specifying game objectives. Game objectives can be stated by adding, to the XVGDL code schema shown in Section 2.2.2, the following component (where STR denotes a string):

```xml
<objectives>
  <objective className='STR' score='STR' weight='STR'> </objective>
  ...
  <objective className='STR' score='STR' weight='STR'> </objective>
</objectives>
```

Therefore, a set of objectives is enclosed between the start-tag `<objectives>` and the end-tag `</objectives>`. Each of the specific objectives of this set is specifically described between the tags `<objective>` and `</objective>` using the following properties:

- className: each objective has associated an external component, specified by a className, as is usually configured in XVGDL [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020a, Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020b]. This component can be implemented independently and will be in charge of evaluating the objective when the game specification is run in XGE+. This component manages the evaluation of the stated objective and returns a score associated to it when its execution finishes. The implementation of this component is precisely one of the primary tasks that the programming team must tackle to enable the execution of the game specification in XGE+.
– **score**: is an optional property that defines the default score assigned to the objective when this score is not computed by the external component associated to the property className as previously stated.

– **weight**: is a property that can be used to rank and prioritize the objectives. This property specifies a weight value assigned to the objective. It is represented by a number. It can be thought as the importance given to a concrete objective among others. Analogously to the score property, the weight is as well optional, and will be 1 for all objectives by default if no one is specified by the external component associated to the property className.

In addition, in a multiobjective approach, the objectives can be prioritized by assigning them different scores and weights. See the next example of the objective components defined in XVGDL+:  

```xml
<objectives>
  <objective className="WinningGameObjectiveChecker" score="10" weight="2.0"/>
  <objective className="NumberOfLivesObjectiveChecker" score="5" weight="1.0"/>
</objectives>
```

where the two configured checkers are external components that the XVGDL+ Game Engine will invoke to evaluate each of the objectives. Optionally, using the scores and weights, the aggregation of both evaluations will be obtained by the game engine and provided once the game has been completed. A final value for the objectives will be a weighted linear combination (weighted sum), where the scores are the values for each of the objectives, while the weights are the factors applied to each of them to obtain the final result.

### 3.2 XGE+: the XVGDL+ Game Engine

The XVGDL Game Engine (XGE) was introduced as a prototype of an XVGDL interpreter that allows XVGDL game specifications to be executed [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020a]. XGE+ is an extension to deal with the new components of XVGDL+. Its main features are the following:

– **XGE+** allows to play games described in XVGDL+, managing the main game loop. It is responsible for applying the game events and game rules, and checking the end conditions at each iteration.

– **XGE+** is a core implementation of a Game Engine to parse video game specifications written in XVGDL+ and is able to run them by invoking the external components specified in the properties of a game specification written in XVGDL+.

– **XGE+** will also be in charge of doing the proper calls to the renderer (if defined) to let the game be presented on the screen according to the concrete renderer specifications.

– As XVGDL+ allows to describe (possibly externally implemented) components and AIs for objects in games, XGE+ can execute games completely without any human intervention.
XGE+ allows the evaluation of game objectives stated inside an XVGDL+ specification that is executed. This way, feedback is obtained once the game specification has finished its execution in XGE+.

With respect to this last functionality, XGE+ provides an Application Program Interface (API) which allows obtaining significant information from the game (specification) execution, not only once it has finished but also while it is taking place. This API is used to compute the concrete evaluation of the specified game objectives associated to the execution of the game specification. More specifically, there are two ways of evaluating the objectives:

1. A list of objectives can be defined as previously stated, and each of them will be evaluated separately by the XGE+ game engine. Once all are evaluated, XGE+ joins all results and obtains a final evaluation of the game. In this case, XGE+ implements a weighted sum model, using all the described objectives and their weights (if they are also specified), and returns a compound value. In other words, let \( gs \) be a game specification with a list of \( n \) objectives \( o_1, \ldots, o_n \), and where \( w_1, \ldots, w_n \) and \( s_1, \ldots, s_n \) are the weights and scores given and computed, respectively, for each of the \( n \) objectives. Then, when \( gs \) is executed in XGE+, its fitness evaluation returned by XGE+ is calculated according to the Equation 1:

\[
fitness(gs) = \sum_{i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} w_i \times s_i \tag{1}
\]

2. The second option is to take advantage of the XVGDL+ structures to link with an external component that might be developed to be in charge of evaluating specific game objectives. The XGE+ API makes it possible to access all the required information, so the evaluation component just needs to get the corresponding values from XGE+ to obtain a final score for the objective. The advantage of using external components is that they are fully customizable and the video game specification is much simpler. An example of the specification for evaluating this kind of objectives could be as simple as:

\[
<objective className="ObjectivesEvaluation" />
\]

where an external component termed ObjectivesEvaluation is in charge of the evaluation process.

Some generic objectives evaluation components have been already implemented and included in the XGE core code, such as, for instance, minimizing the player lives after a game not reaching zero or maximizing the player score after the game execution. These components are ready to be used just by referencing them in an XVGDL+ specification.

The XGE+ is available online as open source. It can be downloaded from github [Ruiz-Quíñones and Fernández-Leiva", 2022]. It is also packaged inside a runnable jar file. XVGDL+ games specifications can be launched using the following command:

```
java -jar xvgdl-game-engine.jar <xvgdl-specification>
```

Anyhow, XGE+ was created as a prototype game engine for research purposes, and must be considered as that.
3.3 An example: Pacman

This section describes an example of an XVGDL+ specification for the classical Pacman game. This game has been selected for several reasons: it is widely used in the literature, its mechanics are well-known and it is simple to understand. In addition, it offers many different possibilities to be used as testbed and this serves the purposes of game optimization as described in the following sections. Furthermore, Pacman was used as an example in [Ruiz-Quiñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020a].

A classical Pacman specification written in XVGDL+ is available in B. This particular game specification has a number of definitions related to the original game and also other components that are directed to specify technical details associated with the execution of the game. Following, details of this specification are given and refer specific lines or fragments of the Pacman specification shown in B.

– Lines 5-18 are dedicated to give details associated with the rendering of the game (and its graphical user interface) when this is executed. Also, a configured timeout is set before the game is executed. If the timeout is reached, game ends and the player looses the game.

– The game takes place in a two-dimensional map which has walls that avoid pacman and ghosts to move freely over it (see Lines 24-27). Note that, when the game is executed, the map will be automatically generated by an external component specified by property generator in Lines 25-26.

– As usual, there is a pacman character located on the map and it is controlled by the player according to Lines 20-22. However, for the experiments conducted in next Section, the pacman behavior will be controlled by an AI associated to an external component via the property ai. See Line 30.

– All the objects and characters presented in the game are specified in Lines 33-38. As usual, there are: (a) a number of items (small dots) distributed on the map at those places not occupied by walls; (b) special items (big dots) that make pacman to be powered-up; and (c) a number of ghosts that are trying to catch pacman.

– Game rules are stated in Lines 40-81. For instance, when a ghost catches pacman, the player loses a life; see rule ghostCatchPacmanLivesDown in Line 62. If the player loses all lives, the game finishes (see endconditions in Lines 93-96). For the game execution in XGE+, an AI implemented as an external component will be in charge of controlling ghosts (see property ai in Line 35).

– In this example, game objectives are associated to an external component in Lines 98-101. Here PacmanOptimizationSolutionEvaluation is an external component that will return the value(s) associated to the execution of the game. The number and nature of these values depend on the requirements, consequently, the external component will be previously programmed according to these.

Given this Pacman XVGDL+ specification fulfilling the requirements for the aforementioned game rules and objectives, the game is ready to be executed by the XGE+. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the Pacman specification running in XGE+. In this screenshot, the game information like the score, player lives and gameplay time are displayed at the top and the bottom of the screen. the walls are represented by the character ■. Small and big dots are represented by ● and ◆ respectively. Pacman is represented by the character ● and ghosts are represented by the character ◆.
Figure 1: Screenshot of the execution in XGE+ of the Pacman specification written in XVGDL+

3.4 Tuning of components and game specification with XVGDL

Before detailing the main features of XVGDL+ and regarding the work that presented in this article, components that have been used in the parameter tuning algorithm and that take a direct part of the experiments are detailed here. These components are directly related to the game specification, differentiating this approach from those works aimed at tuning agent or bot parameters.

As will be discussed later, to apply the search and optimization algorithms, a base video game specification (i.e., a germinal specification of a video game) written in XVGDL format is required. For clarity and because this game will be used in the experiments, the XVGDL components that will participate directly in the optimization process are listed below, highlighting their basic specification. For more details about the value ranges that are allowed for each of them during the experiments, see Section 4.1.

1. Number of lives that the player has at the beginning of the game, specified in XVGDL inside the node that represents the player configuration:

   `<player name="pacman" score="0" lives="3" livePercentage="100" ai ↪ "com.jrq.xvgdl.pacman.model.object.ai.PacmanAI"/>

2. Number of enemies present on the game, described in the ghost game object definition node:

   `<object name="ghost" type="enemy" dynamic="true" volatile="true" size="1,1" instances="4" ai="com.jrq.xvgdl.pacman.model.object.ai.GhostAI" ↪ object.ai.GhostAI"/>`
3. Map fill ratio, that determines the number of items that appear on the map at the start of the game. Although there is an initial number of instances, this value will be calculated for each possible solution as detailed in the Section 4.1 and is based on the following specification of the smallDots game objects:

```xml
<object name="smallDot" type="item" dynamic="true" volatile="true"
  size="1,1" instances="2" />
```

4. Number of items called bigDots initially placed on the map at the beginning of the game, described in XVGDL in the corresponding game object node. The same as for the smallDots, the base specification has a number of instances, described as follows:

```xml
<object name="bigDot" type="item" dynamic="true" volatile="true"
  size="1,1" instances="2" />
```

5. Game timeout, the game property that defines the maximum time in seconds that the game will last, configured as a main game property under this property node:

```xml
<property key="timeout" value="20000" />
```

Note that the details of the components specification belong to the initial specification that is used to run the algorithms. Programmatically, and at execution time of the tuning algorithm, these values will evolve for each solution.

4 Video game optimization using XVGDL+

The importance of a VGDL in the optimization of game specifications is a fascinating issue arisen in both the Software Engineering and the Artificial Intelligence communities. In general, the game is described subjected to a set of initial requirements. Afterwards, other ideas and game components are incorporated to make the game funny, attractive, challenging, enjoyable, and as flexible as possible. The initial specification is improved via an iterative cycle of trial and error. In this cycle, the game design is followed by the implementation of a prototype executable version that is tested by a number of users. The feedback helps to modify the original game specification and the process iterates until the specification satisfies the initial goals or the resources (e.g., development time or financial support) are exhausted.

This paper explores the potential of XVGDL+ in combination with XGE+to evolve (i.e., optimize) the original specification of a game. The goal is to obtain better video games (i.e., games that improve the user experience) according to some preset game objectives. The optimization process starts by defining a game specification in XVGDL+ in which a set of game objectives are identified, as detailed in previous sections.

Any game specification obtained within the process can be directly evaluated in XGE+, as this provides support to compute (and return) values associated to a particular execution. This feedback can be used to modify a game specification and restart the process with the modified version as new input to the XGE+. This section is devoted to show by experiments the validity of this approach.
4.1 An experimental case study: Pacman optimization

This section describes an experimental work to demonstrate how the approach presented here, shapes a promising mechanism to optimize games automatically. Pacman has been used as testbed, starting from its game specification written in XVGDL+ and described in Section 3.3.

Figure 2 expresses graphically the different steps included in a process of Pacman optimization, in which the inputs and outputs of each phase are identified. Consequently, the video game optimization can be viewed as a repetitive task of this process. This process can be generalized to other video games (specifications). The initial game specification includes the pursued objectives when the game is executed. This definition of the objectives is directly related to the identification of the parameters whose values need to be returned at the end of the game execution. With these values (e.g., number of lives remaining, or execution time to complete the game), the process can assess the quality of the game and revise (evolve) its specification if necessary.
This process can be automated to be applied as a mechanism for optimizing game specifications. Consider, for instance, an initial set of distinct XVGDL+ specifications of the same game, or a set of different instances of a parameterized XVGDL+ game specification (this second scenario is the case studied in this paper). Then, each of these specifications/instances can be executed and evaluated separately (in XGE+) according to the objectives. This enables their comparison so that the ‘worst’ specifications might be discarded and new ones can be generated for further comparisons. These steps can be repeatedly carried out until reaching a specific termination condition. At the end of the process, the best solution (i.e., specification) can be considered as a (possibly local) optimal solution.

In the following section, an experiment that illustrates the idea for automating a game optimization process is described. For the interested reader, the execution technical details are given in the Appendix A. To perform the whole process, the Pacman specification described in section 3.3 has been considered as the original seed to be optimized, and where:

- A virtual player, in form of an AI to control pacman, has been implemented as an external component (see Line 30 in B). This AI is described in C.
- An AI has also been developed, as external component (see Line 35 in B), to govern the ghosts. The details can be found in D.
- The experiments are executed on the same two-dimensional map, with a fixed size of 15x28 squares (see Lines 24-27). This map only includes the wall objects. The rest of the game objects used for the experiment (i.e., ghosts, small dots, and big dots; see Lines 33-38) are automatically generated and initially located on the map according to the initial map configuration file (see Lines 25-26). A graphical representation of the map is shown on figure 3. In this screenshot, the icon represents the map walls, while other components of the gameplay as the player or enemies are not included.
- The game has no renderers or layouts configured, as during the search process, game rendering is not needed and it is not an aspect required by optimization requirements.
- The game has two different states (Lines 83-91). In the default state, a ghost can catch pacman (so the player loses a life), while the pacmanPowerUp state allows pacman to move faster than ghosts and makes the player character be able to catch ghosts. The ghosts so seized will move to their initial position and freeze for five seconds until they can move again.

Two experiments have been carried out to optimize the Pacman specification with two distinct objectives. (a) In a first experiment, the goal specification considers that a winning game is better, from the user perspective, than a losing game. In this case, the primary goal is precisely to offer a version of the game that prioritizes the victory of the player. (b) In a second case, the goals are more focused on offering a challenging experience to the player. This means that the primary goal is not to make the player win or lose, but to put pressure on the player to obtain a final result under stressful circumstances. Based on previous game experience, this second objective is related to achieve the following sub-objectives at the end of a game:

- Minimize the number of small dots left on the map so that the player finishes or is close to finish the level.
– Minimize the number of remaining lives (not reaching 0 meaning a victory of the player) so that the player is stressed because ghosts are close to win the game.

– Maximize gameplay time with respect to the configured timeout. A game version is considered better if the gameplay time is closest to the configured timeout. That means that the game has finished almost at the allowed time limit.

In fact, the second experiment is related to the concept of game difficulty. Games that are too easy for the players could be considered less interesting, while games won by the player (when the player has only one life left) seem to be more exciting and challenging. Also, a game can be considered to be more exciting when the total gameplay time is closest to the limit time (without actually reaching it).

For clarity and simplicity, the experiments are directed to obtain the optimal configuration (the one that leads to achieve the objectives described above) of an initial game specification that has been parameterized with respect to the following values:

1. Number of lives that the player has at the beginning of the match \( nl \in [1, 5] \), that is to say, 5 possible values.

2. Number of ghosts during the match \( ng \in [1, 5] \), that is to say, 5 possible values.

3. Map fill ratio \( fr \in [10\%, 45\%] \), that is to say, 36 possible values. This parameter sets the percentage of small dots with respect to the empty spaces (those that are not part of the walls, pacman and ghosts) on the map where the game takes place. This is associated to the replacement of the empty spaces on the map by small dots. Based on a set of preliminary experiments, a filling range between 10% and 45% has been considered. The number of small dots initially placed in the game will be denoted by \( nsd \).
4. Number of big dots initially placed on the map at the beginning of the match \((bd \in [1, 5])\), that is to say, 5 possible values.

5. Game timeout \((to \in [100, 400])\) seconds, that is to say, 301 possible values.

According to this set of parameters, the search space contains 1,354,500 possible candidates, that is to say, 

\[nl \times ng \times fr \times bd \times to.\]

For the experiments covered in this paper, the XGE\(^+\) will execute distinct instances of the same Pacman parameterized XVGDL\(^+\) specification (denoted by \(gs\)) charged with distinct values for the configuration parameters \(v_{\text{config}} = (nl, ng, fr, bd, to)\). At the end of each game, XGE\(^+\) will return feedback containing the following data: a Boolean value \(b_{\text{result}} \in \{0, 1\}\) (i.e., 0 or 1) indicating whether the player loses (then, \(b = 1\)) or wins (then, \(b = 0\)) the game, the number of remaining lives the player has \((n_{\text{rl}} \in [0, nl])\), the number of small dots left on map \((n_{\text{rsd}} \in [0, nsd])\), and the difference in seconds between the time consumed in the gameplay \((\text{time}_\text{gameplay})\) and the timeout for the game \((to)\), i.e., the remaining time of gameplay \(\text{time}_\text{rgameplay} \in [0, to - \text{time}_\text{gameplay}]\). Therefore, XGE\(^+\) will return, at the end of the execution of the game specification, the following 4-tuple:

\[rvalues = (b_{\text{result}}, n_{\text{rl}}, n_{\text{rsd}}, \text{time}_\text{rgameplay})\]

So, solutions can be compared with respect to these values returned by independent executions of the solutions. How to compare those values depends on the game objectives. For instance, if the priority is to obtain game versions where the player wins, then a lexicographical ordering can be considered. So, let us assume that \(gs^1\) and \(gs^3\) are two distinct variants of the same video game (e.g., Pacman) specification whose configurations values are \(v_{\text{config}}^1\) and \(v_{\text{config}}^3\) respectively, and that the execution of \(gs^1\) and \(gs^3\) in XGE\(^+\) returns, respectively, the tuples \(rvalues^1\) and \(rvalues^3\). Then, \(gs^1\) is better than \(gs^3\) if \(rvalues^1 <_{\text{lex}} rvalues^3\) (i.e., \(rvalues^3\) is lexicographically less than \(rvalues^1\)). This means that \(gs^3\) guarantees that the player wins, whereas \(gs^1\) does not. Or that the two specifications guarantee that the player wins (or loses at the same time) but \(gs^1\) returns a smaller number of remaining lives at the end of the game than \(gs^3\), and, in case of returning the same value for this, then the first version guarantees a smaller number of small dots left than the second version. The time left until timeout is the last value to compare (the lower, the better).

### 4.2 The search algorithm

A local search algorithm has been used for the optimization process. More specifically, a classical multi-start hill climbing (HC) has been employed. This is a local search technique that is simple to understand and has been applied to address with success a number of combinatorial problems [Michalewicz and Fogel, 2004]. Given a current solution \(gs\) (i.e., a game specification), its neighborhood \(N(gs)\) is explored, and the best solution found is taken as the new current solution, provided it is better than the current best solution. If no such neighboring solution exists, the search is considered stagnated, and can be restarted from a different initial point. This whole process is executed until the computational budget (i.e., a maximum number of evaluations/executions in XGE\(^+\)) is exhausted.

The initial seed, termed as \(gs^0\), is the Pacman specification described previously, where its configuration values \(v_{\text{config}}^0 = (nl^0, ng^0, fr^0, bd^0, to^0)\) have been randomly
generated in their corresponding ranges. The representation (i.e., encoding) of any candidate solution \( gs^* \) is directly associated with its configuration values \( v_{config}^* \), and its fitness is associated with the values returned by its execution in XGE, following the formula shown in Equation 2.

\[
fitness(gs^i) = \langle b_{result}^i, n_{rl}^i, n_{rsd}^i, time_{gameplay}^i \rangle \tag{2}
\]

Given a candidate solution \( gs = \langle nl, ng, fr, bd, to \rangle \) (where each of its 5 configuration values as \( gs_k \) for \( 1 \leq k \leq 5 \) are identified), the following neighborhood \( N(gs) \) has been considered, according to Equation 3.

\[
N(gs) = \{ gs' | H(gs, gs') = 1 \land \exists k \in [1, 5] : gs'_k = gs_k \pm 1 \} \tag{3}
\]

where \( H(gs, gs') = 5 - \sum_{k=1}^{5} [gs_k = gs'_k] \) is the Hamming distance between the configuration values of candidates \( gs \) and \( gs' \) (i.e., the number of positions in which their 5-tuple of configuration values differ), and \([\cdot]\), inside the definition of the Hamming distance, is Iverson bracket (i.e., \([P] = 1 \) if \( P \) is true, and \([P] = 0 \) otherwise). This means that neighbours of a specific game specification are calculated by just adding or subtracting 1 to any of its configuration parameters. That way, for a given solution \( gs \), at most 10 neighbours can be generated (possibly even less, if configuration values are edges cases).

As already mentioned, the optimization process starts from an initial seed configuration \( gs^0 \) whose execution in XGE returns a fitness value \( rvalues^0 \); \( gs^0 \) is considered the best solution at the start. Then, in the \( i \)'th iteration of the search, the neighborhood of the best solution found so far (i.e., \( N(gs_i) \)) is generated and the fitness of all the neighbors is computed via their independent execution in XGE. If the best solution is improved because other solution is better according to its returned values (ties are randomly broken), then the best solution (i.e., \( gs_i \)) is replaced by this new solution (let us say \( gs_{i+1} \)), and the process continues iteratively with the following iteration. If no such neighboring solution exists, the search is considered stagnated, probably because a local maximum has been reached. In that case, and making it possible to find other maxiumums, the algorithm is forced to move somewhere else inside the search space, generating again random values for the configuration parameters. The process continues until a maximum number of executions (i.e., evaluations) \( n_{eval} \) of game specifications in XGE is reached.

It is important to mention that this search process does not assure a (global) optimal solution but the initial solution, is surely improved in accordance with the specified objectives.

At the end of the optimization process, the outcome of each experiment is a set of new game specifications that optimize the initial specification as input of the process. These results might be considered as a final solution, as a source of inspiration for changing the initial game seed, or just as proof that the game concept does not match the requirements and can be discarded.

In the following sections, the data obtained for two experiments—one in which the player wins (but is close to lose) and other in which the player loses (but is close to win; in this case the number of remaining lives is zero)—is analyzed and discussed. Both experiments start from the same initial Pacman specification. Also, the experiment has been divided in 10 iterations running 1000 specifications each, being \( n_{eval} = 10000 \).
4.3 Experiment 1: Finding good variations for Pacman video game

In this case, the experiment searches the most interesting version of the Pacman specification that minimizes its fitness. This means that the player wins the game (i.e., $b_{result} = 0$), whereas the number of remaining player lives, small dots left on the map, and remaining time to reach the timeout tend to be minimal. Table 1 shows the 10 best solutions found in this experiment with respect to the returned values and the initial game objectives specified. The configuration values for each of the solutions are also shown in the table. First column provides an identifier for the specific solutions whose values are shown in the corresponding row. Second column shows the game score obtained at the end of the execution. Columns 3rd to 6th display the values returned by the execution of the game specification: $b_{result} = 0$ if player wins and 1 otherwise), number of remaining lives ($n_{rl}$), number of small dots left ($n_{rsd}$), and remaining time of gameplay ($time_{gameplay}$). Columns 7th to 11th show the values preset to the configuration parameters of the game specification before its execution: number of lives (nl), number of ghosts (ng), map fill ratio (fr), number of big dots (bd), and configured timeout in milliseconds (to).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>score</th>
<th>$b_{result}$</th>
<th>$n_{rl}$</th>
<th>$n_{rsd}$</th>
<th>$time_{gameplay}$</th>
<th>nl</th>
<th>ng</th>
<th>fr</th>
<th>bd</th>
<th>to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4647</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>82382</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>87147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4613</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>108415</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>107065</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86485</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>88412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4595</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>81953</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>82382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4594</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>81880</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>82382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4592</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56877</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>57674</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4563</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85725</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>89412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4559</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>78292</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>82382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4557</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>102833</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>107065</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4521</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>112318</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>112318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Best results obtained in experiment 1.

These 10 best solutions are versions of the parametrized Pacman specification and guarantee the victory of the player and all the small dots have been eaten at the end of the match (as expected). Moreover, all these specifications also assure a certain level of stress (as required). This argument is based on the fact that, at the end of the executions, the player owns only one life.

Paying attention to the configuration values shown in columns 7-11 in Table 1, it can be observed that the initial number of lives for the player is in the range of [1-3] and the number of ghosts vary between [1-3]. This is helpful information to decide finally how many lives or ghosts are configured at the beginning of the game. Regarding to the map fill ratio, there is no clear decision. The values ranges between [10%,41%], but the value of 10% might be an outlier, as the rest values are higher than 25%. This suggests the map fill ratio to be in the range of [25%,41%].
In the case of the big dots, it is clear that at least 3 of them must be present. Note also that there are no versions in the list of most promising games using just one big dot. This surely makes the game too difficult for the player to achieve a victory. It is also interesting to point out that the classical value of 4 big dots is not recommended according to this experiment. As for the remaining time of gameplay, the values returned do not provide significant information to be analyzed, as the game is not rendered in an screen and the time consumed is negligible.

**Experiment 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>score</th>
<th>bresult</th>
<th>nrl</th>
<th>nrsd</th>
<th>timegameplay</th>
<th>nl</th>
<th>ng</th>
<th>fr</th>
<th>bd</th>
<th>to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4696</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26685</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4682</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27449</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4680</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18873</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4677</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19503</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4674</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16202</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4671</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16505</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4669</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4665</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13311</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4665</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15501</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4661</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10201</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Best results obtained in experiment 2.**

### 4.4 Experiment 2: Finding challenging levels for Pacman video game

In this case, the experiment is similar to the previous one, but the game is intended to finish with a narrow victory of the virtual player. This means that the player loses the game (i.e., \( b_{result} = 1 \)) and thus, the remaining number of lives is zero at the end of the game. The rest of values (i.e., small dots left on the map and time remaining until timeout) are minimal to assure a narrow win/lose.

Tables 2 shows the values related to this experiment for the 10 best solutions found. First column provides an identifier for the specific solutions whose values are shown in the corresponding rows. Second column shows the game score obtained at the end of the execution. Columns 3rd to 6th display the values returned by the execution of the game specification: \( b_{result} = 0 \) if player wins and 1 otherwise), number of remaining lives \( (n_{rl}) \), number of small dots left \( (n_{rsd}) \), and remaining time of gameplay \( (\text{time}_{gameplay}) \). Columns 7th to 11th show the values preset to the configuration parameters of the game specification before its execution: number of lives \( (nl) \), number of ghosts \( (ng) \), map fill ratio \( (fr) \), number of big dots \( (bd) \), and configured timeout in milliseconds \( (to) \).

According to the represented data, all of them assure a narrow victory of the opponent (i.e., the ghosts). This can be perceived by analyzing the reduced number of small dots (between 1 and 3) that remain on the map at the end of the game executions. This means that the player comes near securing victory before being defeated, and this was the main objective pursued in this experiment.
5 Conclusions

This article presents an automated solution to the problem of game tuning or game balancing, minimizing the programming effort for the development of game AI research experiments. This proposal does not require to have an executable version of the game, since it just requires an specification in a game description language. The definition of goals that will be part of the fitness function is also included in the specification itself, reducing the configuration of the entire process to a single file.

Using the new features of XVGDL+ and XGE+, this approach is also a demonstration that these tools help significantly when carrying out research experiments of a diverse nature. In this case, the parameter optimization problem is solved, but potentially and in an analogous way, they can be used to carry out other types of experiments, such as the generation of game mechanics or content.

The proposal described in this paper abstracts researchers from making programming tasks and greatly simplifies the current lacks that are inherent to the optimization problem, such as the human fatigue during play-testing or subjectivity in evaluations. Researchers may just focus on the specification of the game and the requirements that they want to meet when evaluating the game executions, while programmers can focus on the implementation of the external components. Note that XVGDL+ offers structures to specify the use of external components during the game execution. These components have to be specifically implemented/coded beyond the game specification. However, if no external component is used and only XVGDL+ built-in features are employed, then no programming effort is required. In fact, XVGDL+ can be viewed as a video game description language enriched with structures that construct bridges between the game specification and its executable version.

The experiments carried out use a classic 2D game as testbed. Like most existing video game description languages, arcade and 2D-type games are usually used in experiments. However, XVGDL has been shown to have advantages over other existing languages and potentially allows specifications for different types of games and to focus solely on one genre. Not being a scripting language as such, it allows, the development of external components. This gives a great potential when implementing, for instance, AIs for players and other components present in the game, making this approach attractive to be used for other future research.

The presented approach, aims to mitigate some of the disadvantages that exist in some works published to date. The game tuning process is carried out without the need to have a game already developed. Also, this solution is potentially generic. Given a specification of a game, the optimization or balancing process can be applied, without taking into account its nature, since the algorithm works directly with the game specification, instead of working on parameters of an already developed game or in development. This solution could significantly reduce the time and resource cost issues involved in underlying works.

In the detailed experiments, a total of 10000 evaluations inside the local search algorithm have been executed. This means that a significant limited portion of the search space has been explored (just a 0.73%). However, on the one hand, it has been guaranteed that the HC algorithm does not get stuck and explored different regions of the search space, ensuring that it does not find just a local optimal solution. On the other hand, the evolution process has finished with solutions (i.e., Pacman specifications) that clearly hold the objectives. This result not only proves the adequacy and validity of the approach, but also encourages us to persist in the research on game optimization. Several lines of work might be tackled in the future. One of them is to consider more powerful search techniques (perhaps population-based optimization techniques) and other games. In
addition, a crucial step of the automated process is how to generate new or modified versions of the game specifications based on the feedback information returned by XGE+. In this paper this step has simplified by considering the optimization of a Pacman specification with 5 parameters. Future works might consider the optimization of other (more complex) video game components such as rules, layouts or end conditions.

In accordance with the primary principles of Open Science, the sources of the XVGDL+ game Engine (XGE) and XGE+ are publicly available (see [Ruiz-Quíñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2022, Ruiz-Quíñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2022]). In addition, many details of XVGDL+ and a number of other video game specifications written in XVGDL+ can be found in [Ruiz-Quíñones and Fernández-Leiva, 2020b].
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A Technical execution details

The software of both XVGDL and XGE is developed in Java programming language, following new and current methodologies such as Continuous Delivery/Integration (CD/CI) or Test Driven Development (TDD), applying current programming principles, in addition of taking advantage of the advantages offered by new versions of the Java Development Kit (JDK).

For the correct execution of the software, it is necessary to have a Java virtual machine (JVM) installed on the local computer (at least with version 11), in addition to having the project correctly built and the jar files (java libraries) accessible from the terminal. The project is fully integrated with the maven build tool, so it is also necessary to have this tool if you want to compile and work with its source code.

The parameter optimization and tuning program can be launched through the following command from a terminal:

```
java -cp "<path-to-libraries>/*" com.jrq.xvgdl.pacman.experiment.optimization.LaunchPacmanOptimization
```

The entire optimization process is auto-configured (both tuning parameters and the XVGDL specification of the Pacman game that is used as a basis for optimization). The process, during its execution, shows information traces in the console/terminal, so that its evolution can be followed as solutions are evaluated.

On the other hand, at the end of it, a file containing each of the solutions found with its associated fitness value is stored in CSV format, so that it is easily interpretable by any spreadsheet-type management software. The file is made up of lines of text, each one represents a row in the CSV format. On each line, the following information is represented, separated by the $ character:

- Execution number.
- Number of enemies.
- Small dots filling percentage.
- Number of big dots.
- Number of initial player lives.
- Game maximum play time.
- Wining game.
- Number of small dots left on the map after finishing the game.
- Number of lives left for the player.
- Final game play time.
- Fitness function evaluation for this solution.

An example of the actual format of the output is as follows:

```
1$5$39$4$3$06$18$true$0$3$95$40$94
```

Following the open source guidelines, the repository where the XVGDL project files and experiments are stored is available through GitHub. The reader interested in the implementation details, can access through a browser at the corresponding URL [Ruiz-Quinones and Fernandez-Leiva”, 2018].
B  XVGDL+ specification for Pacman

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<!-- Definition of pacman game for optimization -->
<gameDefinition>
  <property key="rendererConfiguration" value="/context/pacmanAsciiRendererConfiguration.xml" />
  <property key="timeout" value="20000" />
</gameDefinition>

<layout>
  <component id="gameInfoTop" location="top">
    <contextProperty id="score" />
    <contextProperty id="hiScore" />
  </component>
  <component id="gameInfoDown" location="bottom">
    <contextProperty id="lives" />
    <contextProperty id="playerItems" />
  </component>
</layout>

<controls>
  <control left="27" right="26" up="24" down="25" />
</controls>

<map type="2D" sizeX="15" sizeY="28" toroidal="false" generator="com.jrq.xvgdl.pacman.model.map.FileBasedGameMapGenerator">
  <file="/context/optimization/pacmanMapOptimization.txt" />
</map>

<players number="1" maxNumber="1" minNumber="1">
  <player name="pacman" score="0" lives="3" livePercentage="100" ai="com.jrq.xvgdl.pacman.model.object.ai.PacmanAI" />
</players>

<objects>
  <object name="wall" type="wall" dynamic="false" volatile="false" sizeX="1" sizeY="1" />
  <object name="ghost" type="enemy" dynamic="true" volatile="true" size="1,1" instances="4" ai="com.jrq.xvgdl.pacman.model.object.ai.GhostAI" />
  <object name="smallDot" type="item" dynamic="true" volatile="true" size="1,1" instances="2" />
  <object name="bigDot" type="item" dynamic="true" volatile="true" size="1,1" instances="2" />
</objects>

<rules>
  <rule name="eatSmallDot" type="collision" gameState="default, pacmanPowerUp">
    <ruleActions>
      <ruleAction objectName="pacman" result="scoreUp" value="100" />
      <ruleAction objectName="smallDot" result="disappear" />
    </ruleActions>
  </rule>
</rules>
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```xml
<rule name="eatBigDot" type="collision" gameState="default, pacmanPowerUp">
  <ruleActions>
    <ruleAction objectName="pacman" value="300" result=""
      className="com.jrq.xvgdl.pacman.model.rules.PacmanPowerUpRuleAction"/>
    <ruleAction objectName="bigDot" result="disappear"/>
  </ruleActions>
</rule>

<rule name="ghostCatchPacman" type="collision">
  <ruleActions>
    <ruleAction objectName="pacman" result="initialPosition" />
    <ruleAction objectName="ghost" result="getEnemiesInRadius(item)"/>
  </ruleActions>
</rule>

<rule name="ghostCatchPacmanLivesDown" type="collision">
  <ruleActions>
    <ruleAction objectName="pacman" result=""
      className="com.jrq.xvgdl.pacman.model.rules.PacmanCheckLivesDownRuleAction"/>
    <ruleAction objectName="ghost" result=""/>
  </ruleActions>
</rule>

<rule name="pacmanCatchGhost" type="collision" gameState="pacmanPowerUp">
  <ruleActions>
    <ruleAction objectName="pacman" result="scoreUp" value="1000"/>
    <ruleAction objectName="ghost" result="initialPosition" />
  </ruleActions>
</rule>

<rule name="pacmanCatchGhostFreezeGhost" type="collision" gameState="pacmanPowerUp">
  <ruleActions>
    <ruleAction objectName="pacman" result="" />
    <ruleAction objectName="ghost" result="freeze" value="5000"/>
  </ruleActions>
</rule>

<gameStates>
<!-- Default game state -->
<gameState name="default"/>

<!-- Game state representing the Pacman Power Up -->
- Increase Pacman Speed
- Pacman can catch ghosts

<gameState name="pacmanPowerUp"/>
</gameStates>
```
C Pacman AI

An AI component has been developed for the virtual player (pacman) to enable the game to be executed automatically, so that the search algorithm can be run without human intervention.

Algorithm input:
The pacman AI takes as input the following parameters:
- The player position.
- A list of the position of each enemy.
- The positions of all the items and walls on the map.
- A search radius to limit the number of possible movements to explore.

The algorithm: For each of the items on the map within the specified radius, the algorithm calculates the distance $D$ to each of them. This distance is calculated as the minimum number of steps that pacman has to take to get to the destination position. This is the distance between the current pacman position and the target position, taking into account the walls on the map.

- If there are no items within the specified radius, this is incremented by one in order to try to find the nearest possible item (target) on the map, preventing the algorithm from returning any movement.

- A distance is calculated for each of the items in the search radius, the algorithm calculates the number of enemies and also the enemies surrounding using the same radius input parameter. A score for each of the possible movements is calculated using the distance, the number of enemies in the path to the target item, and the number of enemies surrounding the target item. Each of the enemies in the path and the enemies surrounding the target item penalizes that possible movement.

- Being $D$ the distance from the pacman to a target item $t$ for a given movement $m$, $ep$ and $es$ the number of enemies in the path and enemies surrounding the target item, the final score for that possible movement is calculated as detailed in Equation 4:

$$score(m, t) = D + 100 \times ep + 10 \times es$$ (4)
- In the case the game is in Pacman Power Up state, the enemies factor is not taken into account to calculate the score for a target item.

Algorithm output:
- List of possible movements arranged from the most promising options according to the aforementioned formula.

D Ghosts’ AI

Two different AIs have been implemented for the ghosts (enemies) in the game.

- **Ghosts chasing Pacman:** This AI makes the ghosts chase Pacman all over the map. The aim of each movement will be to get closer to Pacman using the minimum distance from the ghost object to the Pacman object. As Pacman is continuously moving on the map, this AI tries to avoid using a path that has been used in the previous movements so the ghosts will not get stuck or repeat movements. In the case the game is in Pacman Power Up state, then this AI makes the ghosts try to escape from Pacman.

- **Ghosts moving randomly:** This simple AI just makes ghosts to move randomly over the map. The AI makes the ghosts try to follow a path, preventing them from moving repeatedly from a position to a contiguous cell on the map, but it does not take into account the Pacman position.